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Abstract

Recent years have seen a gradual shift of focus from
entity-based tasks to event-based tasks in informa-
tion extraction research. Being a core event-based
task, event coreference resolution is less studied
but arguably more challenging than entity corefer-
ence resolution. This paper provides an overview
of the major milestones made in event coreference
research since its inception two decades ago.

1 Introduction
Compared to entity coreference resolution, event coreference
resolution is less studied but arguably more challenging. To
see its difficulty, consider the following example on within-
document event coreference resolution, whose goal is to de-
termine which event mentions in a document refer to the same
real-world event:

Georges Cipriani {left}ev1 a prison in Ensisheim
in northern France on parole on Wednesday. He
{departed}ev2 the prison in a police vehicle bound
for an open prison near Strasbourg.

In this example, there are two event mentions, ev1 and ev2,
which are triggered by the words left and departed respec-
tively. These event mentions are coreferent because they both
refer to the same event of Cipriani leaving the prison.

Intuitively, for two event mentions to be coreferent, not
only should they have the same event subtype, but their ar-
guments should be compatible. In our example, ev1 and ev2
have the same subtype, Movement.Transport-Person, thus
satisfying the subtype agreement constraint. As far as argu-
ment compatibility is concerned, note that an event mention
has zero or more arguments (the event’s participants), each
of which plays a role. For instance, ev1 has three arguments:
Georges Cipriani is the PERSON argument, a prison is the
ORIGIN argument, and Wednesday is its TIME argument. ev2
also has three arguments, He, the prison, and a police vehi-
cle, serving as its PERSON, ORIGIN, and INSTRUMENT argu-
ments respectively. Since the two event mentions have two
overlapping roles (i.e., PERSON and ORIGIN) and their argu-
ments are (entity-)coreferent w.r.t. each of these roles, they
satisfy the argument compatibility constraint.

Figure 1: The standard information extraction pipeline

It should be easy to see from this example that to per-
form end-to-end event coreference resolution, one has to
build an information extraction (IE) pipeline (cf. Figure 1)
that involves (1) extracting the entity mentions from a given
document (the entity extraction component) and determining
which of them are coreferent (the entity coreference compo-
nent); (2) extracting the event mentions by identifying their
trigger words/phrases and determining which entity mentions
are their arguments (the event extraction component); and (3)
determining which event mentions are coreferent.

There are at least two reasons why event coreference reso-
lution is potentially more challenging than entity coreference
resolution. First, as we can see in Figure 1, while an entity
coreference resolver has to assume as inputs the noisy out-
puts of an entity extraction component, an event coreference
resolver has to assume as inputs the noisy outputs of a larger
set of upstream components in both the entity pipeline and
the event pipeline, each of which involves challenging tasks
that are far from being solved. Second, while entity mentions
are by and large noun phrases, event mentions are more di-
verse syntactic objects, including not only noun phrases (e.g.,
gerunds, event-denoting nouns) but also verb phrases, sen-
tences and arguably whole paragraphs, which led the com-
munity to use both verbs and nouns as event mentions.

Despite its difficulty, event coreference resolution is the
fundamental technology for consolidating the textual infor-
mation about an event, which is crucial for essentially all
high-level natural language processing (NLP) applications.
For example, in IE, events and event coreference information
have been used for template filling [Humphreys et al., 1997]
and automated population of knowledge bases [Ji and Grish-
man, 2011]. In topic detection and tracking, event corefer-
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Corpora Event
type/subtypes

Event Ar-
guments
labeled?

Language Document Type WD/CD Size (Approx. number of docs)

MUC Typed Yes EN news WD 60 (MUC6), 50 (MUC7)

ACE 8 types, 33 subtypes Yes EN,CN news, broadcast conversations, web blogs,
and conversational telephone speech WD ACE 2005: 600 (EN), 500 (CN)

OntoNotes Untyped No EN Wall Street Journal (WSJ) news WD,CD 600
ECB/ECB+ Untyped Yes EN Google news WD,CD 1000 (ECB+)
KBP 9 types, 38 subtypes Yes EN,CN,ES news, discussion forum WD 1000 (EN), 800 (CN), 400 (ES)

Table 1: Comparison of the publicly available event coreference-annotated corpora.

ence information is needed to identify new events in a stream
of broadcast news stories [Allan et al., 1998]. In event-based
text summarization, event coreference information has been
used to measure the similarity between two events, which in
turn can be used to determine whether a sentence is salient or
not [Li et al., 2006]. Finally, event coreference information
has also been used in other applications such as question an-
swering [Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004] and contradiction
detection [De Marneffe et al., 2008].

Our goal in this paper is to provide the AI audience with an
overview of the major milestones made in event coreference
research since its inception 20 years ago. Given the gradual
shift of focus from entity-based tasks to event-based tasks in
IE research in recent years, we believe that this timely survey
will be of interest to AI researchers.

We conclude this section by mentioning that while the ma-
jority of work on event coreference resolution focuses on
the within-document version of this task, there has also been
work on cross-document event coreference, where the goal is
to determine whether two event mentions in different docu-
ments refer to the same real-world event.

2 Corpora
In this section, we present five publicly-available corpora that
have been widely used for training and evaluating event coref-
erence resolvers. Table 1 compares these corpora along six
dimensions, including (1) whether event (sub)types are anno-
tated; (2) whether event arguments are annotated; (3) whether
the documents are in English (EN), Chinese (CN), and/or
Spanish (ES); (4) the types of documents; (5) whether the
documents are annotated with within-document (WD) and/or
cross-document (CD) event coreference chains; and (6) the
approximate size in terms of the number of documents.

These corpora differ in another aspect that is not covered
in the table: the definition of an event. As event coreference
chains are annotated on top of event mentions, the definition
of events (i.e., which event mentions to annotate) is relevant
to event coreference because changing the definition could
change the event coreference links in the resulting corpus.
Below we discuss this and other aspects of the five corpora,
presenting them in chronological order so that the reader can
get a better idea of how the task has evolved over the years.

The Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) pro-
duce the earliest corpora for supporting the event coreference
task [MUC6, 1995; MUC7, 1998]. The MUC evaluations
center around a “scenario”, which is defined in terms of a
key event type and various roles pertaining to it. Note that

MUC does not define/evaluate event coreference officially:
event coreference is (implicitly) a task that needs to be per-
formed as part of the scenario template filling task. In this
filling task, one has to fill one template (consisting of the
various event roles/attributes) for each event mentioned in a
document. Hence, given two event mentions in a document,
one has to determine whether one or two templates should be
filled by determining whether they are coreferent.

The ACE corpora are produced as part of the Automatic
Content Extraction (ACE) evaluations. ACE 2005, the most
widely used version of the ACE corpora for within-document
event coreference evaluations, includes both English and Chi-
nese documents. In ACE, an event is defined as “a specific oc-
currence of something that happens, often a change of state,
involving participants” [LDC, 2005]. As in MUC, only events
belonging to certain (sub)types are annotated in ACE, but
ACE covers a larger set of (sub)types than MUC.

OntoNotes is a large-scale corpus that covers entities and
events that are not limited to a predefined set of entity and
event types [Pradhan et al., 2007]. It provides both within-
and cross-document entity and event coreference annotations.
However, it does not specify which mentions are entity men-
tions and which are event mentions, nor does it annotate all
event coreference chains: a chain is annotated if and only if
at least one of its event mentions is nominal. It is partially for
this reason that OntoNotes is less used for event coreference
evaluation than the other corpora.

The EventCorefBank (ECB) corpus1 [Bejan and
Harabagiu, 2008] and its revised version, ECB 0.12

[Lee et al., 2012], follow the TimeML specification, where
events are characterized as “situations that happen or oc-
cur”. Events can be expressed as punctual, durational, or
stative predicates describing “states or circumstances in
which something obtains or holds true” [Pustejovsky et
al., 2003]. Like OntoNotes, ECB contains both within-
and cross-document event coreference links that belong to
one of 43 event types. Since its focus is cross-document
event coreference, within-document links are only partially
annotated. The ECB+ corpus [Cybulska and Vossen, 2014]
extends ECB 0.1 by incorporating more annotated docu-
ments and re-annotating the existing documents with the new
annotation style. It also expands the definition by modeling
events as a combination of four arguments, namely action,
time, location, and participants.

As part of the TAC KBP event detection and coreference

1http://adi.bejan.ro/data/ECB1.0.tar.gz
2http://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/jcoref-corpus.zip
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evaluations, which started in 2015, several within-document
multilingual event coreference-annotated corpora following
the RichERE annotation style have been released [Song et
al., 2015]. The KBP corpora define a complex and hierarchi-
cal event structure that goes beyond any of the existing (and
partially-overlapping) corpus. They follow the definition in
the ACE corpora, but expand on taggability in several areas: a
slightly expanded event ontology, the addition of generic and
other (irrealis) event mentions, the addition of argumentless
triggers for event mentions, additional attributes for contact
and transaction events, double tagging of event mentions for
multiple types/subtypes, and multiple tagging of event men-
tions for certain types of coordination.

3 Models
While early work on event coreference resolution has em-
ployed a rule-based approach [Humphreys et al., 1997], vir-
tually all recent work has adopted a learning-based approach,
as described below.

3.1 Supervised Models
Mention-Pair Models
Following early entity coreference resolvers (e.g., Soon et al.
[2001], Ng and Cardie [2002]), many event coreference re-
solvers adopt a two-step resolution framework. In the first
step, a binary classifier (known as a mention-pair model)
is used to determine whether two event mentions are coref-
erent. Mention-pair models are typically trained using an
off-the-shelf learning algorithm, such as decision trees [Cy-
bulska and Vossen, 2015], maximum entropy [Ahn, 2006;
Chen and Ji, 2009], support vector machines [Chen and Ng,
2014], and deep neural networks [Nguyen et al., 2016].

After training, the resulting mention-pair model can be
applied to classify the test instances. However, these pair-
wise classification decisions could violate transitivity, which
is an inherent property of the coreference relation. Hence, in
the second step, a separate clustering mechanism is needed
to coordinate the pairwise decisions and construct a parti-
tion. Some researchers employ agglomerative clustering al-
gorithms, such as closest-first clustering (selecting as the an-
tecedent of an event mention the closest preceding event men-
tion that is classified as coreferent with it by the mention-pair
model) and best-first clustering (selecting as the antecedent
of an event mention the preceding coreferent event mention
that has the highest coreference likelihood according to the
mention-pair model) [Chen and Ng, 2014; Peng et al., 2016].
Others employ graph partitioning. Specifically, given a test
document, an undirected weighted graph is first constructed,
where the nodes represent the event mentions in the docu-
ment and the weight of an edge represents the coreference
likelihood of the two nodes it connects. Then, a clustering al-
gorithm, such as spectral clustering and divisive clustering,
is used to obtain coreference clusters [Chen and Ji, 2009;
Chen et al., 2009; Sangeetha and Arock, 2012].

Improvements to this approach include using feature
weighting to train a better model [McConky et al., 2012]
and training multiple classifiers to handle coreference be-
tween event mentions of different syntactic types [Chen et
al., 2011].

Generative Models
Though conceptually simple and extensively investigated,
mention-pair models and the associated two-step approach
suffer from error propagation, where errors made by a
mention-pair model can propagate to the clustering step. To
address this problem, Yang et al. [2015] propose a supervised
nonparametric generative model for event coreference reso-
lution, building on the framework of the distance-dependent
Chinese restaurant process. The model has several key ap-
pealing properties. As a clustering model, event mentions
are directly assigned to incrementally built coreference clus-
ters. As a nonparametric model, the number of clusters does
not need to be known a priori. As a Bayesian model, it can
exploit priors, which in this case encode the knowledge pro-
vided by a mention-pair model. Finally, being supervised, the
model can employ rich features in the modeling process.

Mention-Ranking Models
Recasting event coreference as a classification task may not
be a good idea, however. Recall that mention-pair models
consider each candidate antecedent of an event mention to be
resolved independently of other candidate antecedents. As
a result, they can only determine how good a candidate an-
tecedent is relative to the event mention, but not how good
it is relative to other candidate antecedents. Ranking models
address this weakness by allowing candidate antecedents of
a mention to be ranked simultaneously. Motivated by their
successful application to entity coreference resolution [De-
nis and Baldridge, 2008; Durrett and Klein, 2013], Lu and
Ng [2017b] train a probabilistic mention-ranking model that
ranks the candidate antecedents of an event mention so that
its correct antecedent has the highest rank. Rather than train
a model that maximizes the probability of selecting the cor-
rect antecedent for each event mention independently of each
other, Lu and Ng train a model to select the antecedents for
the event mentions in a document in a collective manner by
having it assign the highest probability to the correct vector
of antecedents given all the event mentions. Inference is easy:
the most probable (i.e., highest-ranked) candidate antecedent
of an event mention is selected to be its antecedent indepen-
dently of other event mentions.

Easy-First Models
Easy-first models have been successfully applied to many
NLP tasks, including entity coreference resolution [Lee et
al., 2013]. Easy-first coreference models operate in an it-
erative fashion, aiming to make easy linking decisions first
and subsequently exploit these easy decisions (as additional
knowledge) to make hard linking decisions.

One of the earliest event coreference resolvers that em-
ploys an easy-first approach is Stanford’s resolver [Lee et
al., 2012]. This resolver iteratively bootstraps event coref-
erence output using entity coreference output and vice versa.
Specifically, it incrementally builds clusters of event and en-
tity mentions. As clusters become larger, more information
becomes available. To exploit the additional information, the
features of both the event coreference resolver and the entity
coreference model are regenerated.

Liu et al. [2014] attempt to improve the two-step “classify
and cluster” approach described above by adding a third step,
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where they keep propagating arguments from one mention in
an event coreference cluster to another mention in the same
cluster until all mentions in an event coreference cluster share
the same arguments. This is an instance of the easy-first ap-
proach, as argument propagation helps to identify arguments
for event mentions that are otherwise difficult to extract.

Lu and Ng [2016] implement an easy-first approach for
event coreference resolution using six sieves. A sieve is
composed of either a set of hand-crafted rules or a machine-
learned classifier for classifying a subset of the mention pairs
in a test document. Being an easy-first approach, the six
sieves are arranged as a pipeline in decreasing order of preci-
sion. When two event mentions are posited as coreferent by a
sieve, any argument extracted for one mention will be shared
by the other mention. In addition, later sieves can exploit the
event coreference decisions made by earlier sieves.

Choubey and Huang [2017] build a two-step agglomerative
clustering algorithm for within- and cross-document corefer-
ence. In the first step, an iterative algorithm that alternates be-
tween within- and cross-document event coreference is used
to merge within- or cross-document clusters by exploiting the
merging decisions made in earlier iterations. Like Liu et al.
[2014], the arguments of the event mentions in the same clus-
ter are shared after each merge. When no more merging can
be done, the algorithm proceeds to the second step where ad-
ditional clusters are merged in an iterative fashion as follows.
If the mentions in cluster c1 are tightly associated (i.e., hav-
ing the same dependency relations) or loosely associated (i.e.,
co-occurring in the same sentential context) with those in c3,
and the mentions in cluster c2 are also tightly or loosely asso-
ciated with those in c3, then c1 and c2 will be merged.

Joint Models
The aforementioned models all adopt a pipeline architec-
ture, where event triggers and arguments are extracted prior
to event coreference resolution. Hence, errors from the up-
stream components (trigger identification and argument iden-
tification) will propagate to the event coreference resolver.

One solution to the error propagation problem is to employ
joint inference over the outputs of different tasks in the IE
pipeline. Chen and Ng [2016] perform joint inference via In-
teger Linear Programming (ILP) over the outputs of the mod-
els trained for the four key tasks in the IE pipeline, namely en-
tity extraction, entity coreference, event extraction, and event
coreference. Lu et al. [2016] perform joint inference us-
ing Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) over four tasks, namely
trigger identification, argument extraction, entity coreference
and event coreference. Joint inference allows an event coref-
erence resolver and its upstream components to mutually in-
fluence (and possibly improve) each other by exploiting back-
ground knowledge expressed in the form of manually speci-
fied constraints on the tasks involved. One such constraint,
for instance, could be that two triggers that do not have the
same event subtype cannot be coreferent. While ILP is typ-
ically used to encode hard constraints, MLNs enables both
soft and hard formulas to be encoded.

Another solution to the error propagation problem is joint
learning. Araki and Mitamura [2015] formalize the task of
jointly learning event trigger identification and event coref-

erence resolution as a structured prediction problem that
is learned using the structured perceptron training algo-
rithm. They employ segment-based decoding with multiple-
beam search for event trigger identification, and combine it
with best-first clustering for event coreference resolution in
document-level joint decoding. Lu and Ng [2017a] jointly
learn event coreference resolution, event trigger detection,
and event anaphoricity determination3. Motivated by Dur-
rett and Klein’s [2014] joint model for entity analysis, Lu and
Ng build a structured conditional random field model with
(1) unary factors, which encode the features specific for each
task, and (2) higher-order factors, which capture the inter-
actions between each pair of tasks in a soft manner. Each
candidate event mention in a given document is associated
with three output variables that encode its trigger subtype, its
anaphoricity, and its antecedent. The goal is to learn which
combination of values of these output variables are the most
probable.

3.2 Semi-Supervised Models
Supervised models suffer from the data acquisition bottle-
neck, where manually annotating data for all the compo-
nents in the IE pipeline is expensive. This is especially true
for resource-scarce languages. To address this problem, re-
searchers have employed active learning to select informative
instances, showing that only a small number of training sen-
tences need to be annotated to achieve state-of-the-art event
coreference performance [Chen and Ng, 2016]. Another at-
tempt is made to utilize large amounts of out of domain text
data [Peng et al., 2016]. The idea is to (1) represent event
structures by five event semantic components, namely ac-
tion, argument, time, location, and sentence/clause; (2) con-
vert each event component to its corresponding vector rep-
resentation using different methods, namely explicit seman-
tic analysis, Brown cluster, Word2Vec and dependency-based
word embedding; and (3) concatenate all components to form
a structured vector representation. These semantic represen-
tations are induced from a data set that is not part of the ex-
isting annotated event collections and not even from the same
domain. Finally, event coreference resolution can be recast as
the task of comparing the similarities between event vectors.

3.3 Unsupervised Models
Unsupervised models are proposed to eliminate a model’s
reliance on annotated data. The vast majority of the exist-
ing unsupervised event coreference models are probabilistic
generative models. Bejan and Harabagiu [2014] (B&H) pro-
pose several nonparametric Bayesian models for event coref-
erence resolution that probabilistically infer event clusters
both within a document and across multiple documents. One
model uses the hierarchical Dirichlet process. It consists of
a set of Dirichlet Processes (DPs), in which each DP is asso-
ciated with each document, and each mixture component is
an event coreference cluster shared across documents. This
model has the advantage of automatically inferring the num-
ber of event clusters in a document. Despite this advantage,

3Event anaphoricity refers to the task of determining whether an
event mention is the first mention in an event coreference chain.
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the model has limitations in representing feature-rich objects.
Consequently, B&H extend this model so that it can con-
sider additional linguistic features derived from WordNet and
FrameNet, for instance, instead of just representing each data
point by its corresponding word. However, using a feature-
rich representation may increase the complexity of a Bayesian
model and there is no guarantee that all the features have a
positive impact on the task. As a result, B&H extend their
model with a feature selection mechanism that automatically
selects a finite set of salient features. In addition, they propose
another Bayesian model with a mechanism for capturing the
structural dependencies between objects.

B&H show that their models that exploit the semantic in-
formation extracted from WordNet and FrameNet contribute
to coreference performance significantly. However, the lack
of comparable lexical knowledge bases complicates the de-
sign of event coreference resolvers in languages other than
English. To address this problem, Chen and Ng [2015] design
a probabilistic model whose parameters are estimated using
EM for computing the probability that two event mentions are
coreferent. Its generative process is not language-dependent
and does not rely on features extracted from lexical knowl-
edge bases, so it could be applied to languages where neither
annotated data nor large-scale knowledge bases are available.

4 Linguistic Features
In this section, we give an overview of the linguistic features
that have been used for event coreference resolution.

Lexical features explicitly or implicitly compare the event
triggers of a pair of event mentions. Commonly used lexi-
cal features include (1) pair features such as the trigger pairs
and the part-of-speech pairs of the two event triggers un-
der consideration; (2) string-matching features such as ex-
act string match, partial string match, stem match and lemma
match; (3) trigger similarity features such as Dice coefficient,
edit distance, Jaro coefficient, and the similarity computed
based on term frequency vectors. In addition, the surround-
ing words of the event triggers and their similarities have
been used as features. String-matching features have been
shown to contribute significantly to the performance of an
event coreference system [Lee et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014;
Chen and Ng, 2015; Yang et al., 2015].

Argument features have also been exploited extensively
for event coreference resolution, since event mentions having
incompatible arguments are unlikely to be coreferent. Some
argument features encode the number of overlapping argu-
ments between two event mentions, the number of unique ar-
guments that each event mention possesses, and whether the
two event mentions have conflicting time and location argu-
ments [Chen and Ji, 2009]. Other argument features encode
the similarities between arguments, such as whether the two
arguments are (entity-)coreferent, the surface similarities us-
ing Dice coefficient, and the WuPalmer WordNet similarity
between argument head words [Liu et al., 2014].

To extract argument features, an event argument extrac-
tor and an entity coreference resolver are typically needed.
While gold arguments are used in early work on event
coreference, [Chen and Ji, 2009; McConky et al., 2012;

Sangeetha and Arock, 2012], recent work focuses on build-
ing end-to-end resolvers using automatically extracted argu-
ments. While some researchers train event argument extrac-
tors on event-annotated corpora to extract arguments and their
roles that are specific to a given event ontology [Chen and
Ng, 2014; Yang et al., 2015], others extract event arguments
and their roles heuristically from a PropBank-style seman-
tic role labeler, which yields corpus-independent semantic
roles such as ARG0, ARG1, etc. [Bejan and Harabagiu, 2014;
Choubey and Huang, 2017]. For instance, ARG0 denotes an
AGENT, a DOER or an ACTOR, whereas ARG1 denotes a
PATIENT, a THEME or an EXPERIENCER.

Lee et al. [2012] and Yang et al. [2015] show that ar-
gument information, when encoded as features, is useful for
event coreference resolution. However, event coreference re-
solvers can further be improved by improving existing argu-
ment extractors and entity coreference resolvers, since the
precision and recall errors produced in these two modules
limit the extent to which the resulting argument-based fea-
tures contribute to event coreference performance.

Semantic features have been extracted from lexical-
semantic resources (e.g., WordNet, FrameNet, VerbOcean),
Brown clusters, and the word embeddings produced by
Word2Vec for computing the similarity between two event
mentions [Liu et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016]. Experiments
show that the embedding-based similarity feature has the
highest weight among all features, hence suggesting its use-
fulness [Yang et al., 2015; Choubey and Huang, 2017]. Event
(sub)type match has also been shown to be a strong indicator
of event coreference [Chen and Ng, 2014].

Finally, discourse features encode the token, event and
sentence distance between two event mentions, as well as the
position of an event mention in newswire articles [Liu et al.,
2014; Cybulska and Vossen, 2015]. The ablation experiments
in Chen and Ng [2015] show that discourse features do not
contribute to event coreference performance as much as other
types of features, however.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we focus on two evaluation issues.

5.1 Extracting Candidate Event Mentions
Since an end-to-end event coreference resolver operates on
the event mentions extracted by the event extraction compo-
nent, it is conceivable that event coreference performance is
significantly affected by event mention (i.e., trigger) detec-
tion performance, in pretty much the same way that entity
coreference performance is affected by entity mention detec-
tion performance. Unfortunately, trigger detection is another
challenging task that is far from being solved.

Given the difficulty of trigger detection, some researchers
have chosen to work on the non-end-to-end version of the
event coreference task, where they assume the existence of an
oracle that provides the gold event mentions of a document to
which they apply their event coreference algorithm. As we
will see in the next section, using gold mentions yields re-
sults that are considerably better than using system (i.e., auto-
matically extracted) mentions. This should not be surprising:
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Language Corpus WD
/CD

Approach System
End-
to-
End?

Coreference Trigger
B3 MUC CEAFe BLANC CoNLL AVG F

English

ECB+ WD Easy-first Choubey and Huang [2017] Yes 72.40 62.60 71.80 − 68.93 − −
CD Easy-first Choubey and Huang [2017] Yes 61.00 73.40 56.50 − 63.63 − −

ACE 2005 WD Mention-pair Peng et al. [2016] Yes 59.90 47.10 58.70 44.40 − 52.53 69.10
WD Mention-pair Peng et al. [2016] No 92.80 74.90 87.10 83.80 − 84.70 gold

KBP 2015 WD Easy-First Lu and Ng [2016] Yes 45.39 44.07 38.67 33.14 − 40.32 57.45
KBP 2016 WD Joint Lu and Ng [2017a] Yes 40.90 27.41 39.00 25.00 − 33.08 49.30
KBP 2017 WD Easy-First Jiang et al. [2017] Yes 43.84 30.63 39.86 26.97 − 35.33 56.19

Chinese
ACE 2005 WD Unsupervised Chen and Ng [2015] Yes 40.20 42.80 41.60 26.90 41.53 − −
KBP 2016 WD Joint Lu and Ng [2017a] Yes 33.01 27.94 29.96 20.24 − 27.79 40.53
KBP 2017 WD Easy-First Lu and Ng [2017c] Yes 34.18 27.07 32.22 18.57 − 28.01 46.76

Spanish KBP 2016 WD Mention-pair Yu et al. [2016] Yes 22.05 19.04 18.56 12.43 − 18.02 37.23
KBP 2017 WD Mention-pair Duncan et al. [2017] Yes 9.90 3.89 10.39 2.04 − 6.55 23.25

Table 2: Performance of state-of-the-art event coreference resolvers on benchmark data sets.

coreference on gold mentions is a substantially simplified ver-
sion of the event coreference task because system mentions
typically significantly outnumber gold mentions. Some re-
searchers argue that non-end-to-end coreference evaluations
are unrealistic, as event mention extraction is an integral part
of an end-to-end event coreference resolver.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
The choice of coreference evaluation metrics is an issue that
has been discussed extensively in the coreference research
community for many years. Since researchers cannot agree
on which evaluation metric is the best to use, multiple metrics
are typically used to evaluate an event coreference resolver,
largely following the evaluation setup that was standardized
in the CoNLL 2011/2012 shared tasks on entity coreference
resolution. More specifically, four metrics that are origi-
nally developed for entity coreference evaluation are com-
monly used to evaluate event coreference resolvers, namely
the link-based MUC metric [Vilain et al., 1995], the mention-
based B3 metric [Bagga and Baldwin, 1998], the entity-
based CEAFe metric [Luo, 2005] and the Rand index-based
BLANC metric [Recasens and Hovy, 2011]. It is also com-
mon to report the CoNLL score, which is the unweighted av-
erage of the F-scores produced by the first three metrics, and
the AVG score, which is the unweighted average of the F-
scores produced by all four metrics.

6 The State of the Art
In this section, we provide an overview of the performance of
state-of-the-art systems on benchmark data sets.

Table 2 shows the best results to date on each data set.
Coreference results are reported in terms of F-score obtained
using four metrics, namely MUC, B3, CEAFe and BLANC,
as well as CoNLL and AVG. Trigger performance is reported
in terms of F-score, where an event mention is considered cor-
rectly detected if it has an exact match with a gold mention in
terms of boundary, event type, and event subtype.

Several points deserve mention. First, both event corefer-
ence and trigger detection are far from being solved. Specifi-
cally, the best trigger detection result is around 69.1 F-score.
The best coreference result is even worse: it is only around
68.9 (w.r.t. CoNLL) and 52.5 (w.r.t. AVG). Second, as can be
seen from Peng et al.’s [2016] results, the AVG score drops

precipitously from 84.7 to 52.5 when gold event mentions
are replaced with system event mentions. These results cor-
roborate our earlier claim that using gold mentions for event
coreference resolution substantially simplifies the task. Fi-
nally, the best coreference results are achieved for English,
and the worst results are achieved for Spanish.

7 Concluding Remarks
While researchers are making continued progress on the event
coreference task despite its difficulty, a natural question is:
what are the promising directions for future work?

Given recent successes on applying joint learning to event
coreference resolution, it may be worthwhile to investigate
joint models further. For instance, while previous work has
applied joint inference to the four key tasks in IE (entity ex-
traction, entity coreference, event extraction, and event coref-
erence), one can determine if it is possible to jointly learn
these four tasks. Jointly learning four tasks is extremely chal-
lenging owing to the computational complexity involved, so
novel scalable learning algorithms will be needed.

If joint modeling is not possible (e.g., because anno-
tated data is not sufficient for training models for the re-
lated tasks), we may need to employ sophisticated features
to improve state-of-the-art resolvers despite the difficulty in
extracting/inducing such features. Given recent successes
on employing word vectors for event coreference resolution
[Choubey and Huang, 2017], one can take this idea further
and learn representations from complex features, including
those that are derived from automatically computed argu-
ments and entity coreference chains.

Event coreference models cannot be applied to the vast ma-
jority of the world’s low-resource languages for which event
coreference-annotated data is not readily available. It would
be interesting to examine whether there are language-specific
issues that could affect the effective application of unsuper-
vised, semi-supervised, and annotation projection approaches
to event coreference resolution involving less-studied lan-
guages. In addition, if large lexical knowledge bases do not
exist for the target language, it would be important to investi-
gate alternative methods for obtaining semantic knowledge.

Finally, there are other types of event coreference that are
less studied than the full event coreference task we exam-
ined in this paper. One is partial coreference. Hovy et al.
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[2013] define two types of partial event coreference relations:
subevent relations and membership relations. Subevent rela-
tions form a stereotypical sequence of events, whereas mem-
bership relations represent instances of an event collection.
We refer the reader to Araki et al. [2014] for details.
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